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Pressure Sensitive Paint (PSP) is an optical technique that is implemented to obtain
continuous surface pressure distributions. This method is advantageous because of its fine
spatial resolution, relative low cost, and ability to make global measurements
non-intrusively, as opposed to the discrete values provided by pressure taps and other
common pressure measurement techniques. A well calibrated PSP provides accurate surface
pressure measurements without disrupting the flow field and other downstream
measurements. A PSP mixture and its applications are currently being developed for testing
at the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) Mach 7 Ludwieg tube wind tunnel. Due to
the short test timeframes, on the order 300 ms, a fast-PSP is being adopted to spatially and
temporally resolve surface pressure measurements of test articles. Static calibration of the
paint was performed to determine the accuracy of the PSP pressure readings. The
calibration of the PSP mixture was performed by applying paint to both the wind tunnel test
section floor and a half-angle wedge test article. The intensities of the light that the paint
emitted at varying static pressures were recorded and compared to intensities at similar
pressures reached during wind tunnel tests. This manuscript presents details of the fast-PSP
application method, instrumentation utilized in this facility, and details on the creation of
calibration tools to be used in future work. Results of the experiments performed show that
PSP can be applied at the UTSA Hypersonics to provide qualitative data on relative surface
pressure distributions. The employment of PSP will ultimately provide the research lab with
a new avenue for collecting high resolution, time resolved global pressure data on various
test articles, and allow for validation and improvement of current CFD models.

Nomenclature

θ = Deflection Angle

β = Shock Angle

M = Mach Number

Iref = Reference Intensity
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I = Measured Intensity

Pref = Reference Pressure (kPa)

P = Measured Pressure (kPa)

I. Introduction

A critical parameter used in the design of aircraft is surface pressure. Full-field pressure readings along an
aircraft or wind tunnel model’s surface can be used to determine aerodynamic loads, flow structures such as shocks
and flow separation, and other flow qualities essential for characterization of flight stability and aerothermodynamic
effects. Although pressure taps are commonly used and can provide useful insight into the pressure conditions at a
wind tunnel model’s surface, they can be expensive and difficult to integrate and give pressure values only for the
discrete points at which they are located. Likewise, applying these taps in important flow locations can be
impractical in some instances, particularly when using small scaled models. These factors make pressure-sensitive
paints (PSP) an attractive alternative for quantifying surface pressures. With pressure sensitive paint, an ultraviolet
light source, an appropriate filter, and a sufficiently high quality camera can provide high resolution, quantifiable,
relatively low cost pressure data from an image data set acquired during a test.

The paint is activated when luminophore molecules within an oxygen permeable binder are continuously excited
with a high intensity light emitting diode at the edge of the ultraviolet spectrum (400-nm wavelength). When excited
by the ultraviolet light source, these luminophore molecules produce a longer wavelength light on the order of
650-nm, which is then captured by a camera using a long-pass filter with the cutoff wavelength of 610-nm. Due to
oxygen quenching, the intensity of the light produced is related to the partial pressure of oxygen at the PSP surface,
which directly correlates to the local air pressure. Fast-PSP allows for the oxygen quenching process to occur more
quickly and allow for pressure fluctuations to be observed with a high-speed camera and be further quantified.

A key benefit of pressure sensitive paints is that their application is essentially non-intrusive, allowing for
additional measurements to be taken downstream of the application site with minimal impact [1]. An example of
these concurrent measurements is shown in Roozeboom et al. [2]. In their application, accelerometer, shadowgraphy,
thermocouple, and IR thermography results were used in combination with unsteady pressure sensitive paint (uPSP)
results to contextualize and assess uPSP the data. This demonstrates a promising capability to use multiple
non-invasive measurement techniques within the same wind tunnel test to efficiently collect data sets that validate
one another. Additionally, their use of superimposed shadowgraphy data on uPSP data exhibits a powerful tool for
confirming the presence of notable shock structures and their effects. The feasibility and application of pressure
sensitive paint at the university level has been demonstrated recently [ 3, 4, 5, 6]. Purdue has displayed successful
use of pressure sensitive paint within their Mach 4 Quiet Flow Ludwieg Tube at low pressures (on the order of 100
Pa) with measurement uncertainty on the order of 5% [5]. The University of Texas at Austin also demonstrated a
quantitative use of PSP while simultaneously using digital image correlation (DIC) to observe structural deflection,
further illustrating PSP’s usefulness for measurement validation [3]. Members of the UT Austin Flowfield Imaging
Laboratory have been consulted throughout the experimentation discussed in this paper.

Hypersonic flow regimes do present challenges to taking PSP measurements. Signal to noise ratios tend to be
lower for PSP used in hypersonic applications due to the high pressures experienced (reducing luminescent
intensity), and the low camera exposure times needed for high speed data acquisition [7]. This highlights the
importance of accurate calibration and characterization of pressure sensitive paints to be used in hypersonic
applications.

In order to increase the analytical capabilities of the University of Texas at San Antonio Hypersonics lab,
intensity-based pressure sensitive paint techniques are being pursued. PSP results are highly dependent on the
quality of application, so experimentation has been performed to develop a consistent procedure for this application
and is outlined in this manuscript. Additionally included in detail is the experimental setup and methodology of
early calibration efforts, as well as the process used for creating a calibration line from this data to quantify PSP
measurements. Details on validation experiments performed with the painted test section floor and a half-angle
wedge, along with their results, are also presented.

II. Experimental Methods



The UTSA wind tunnel facility is a Ludwieg tube type that has a nominal Mach number of 7.2 [8]. A render of
the full wind tunnel is in Fig. 1. A wind tunnel test is initiated by pressurizing the driver tube section until the
pre-scored diaphragm bursts at a configurable pressure. Each test creates up to 4 steady state passes at Mach 7 flow,
each with a usable timescale between 70 to 100 ms [8, 9]. The facility is equipped with acrylic windows on each
side of the test section, making up the vertical test section walls and allowing for clear optical access of the test
article. The facility is equipped with a high-speed data acquisition system which accurately begins the recording of
data at an adjustable temporal offset with respect to the diaphragm burst event [10]. Additional characterization of
the wind tunnel facility can be found in Ref. [9].

-

Figure 1. Render of the UTSA Mach 7 Ludwieg tube.

To create and apply the three part paint mixture, the PSP was curated in the UTSA chemistry laboratory. This
laboratory provided the appropriate space needed to mix the paint with an installed fume hood. Paint application for
the wedge was also performed within one of the mixing lab’s fume hoods as an additional safety measure. Personal
protective equipment (PPE) including respirators, flame-resistant/chemical-resistant (FR/CP) lab coats, nitrile
gloves, and eye protection was worn when mixing the hazardous materials used in the paint mixing process.

A. PSP Application Surfaces

Test Section Floor
The test section of the UTSA Mach 7 Ludwieg tube has a 203.2 mm (8 in) x 203.2 mm (8 in) square cross

section [9]. The test section floor was used to create a calibration data set for the pressure sensitive paint mixture.
This calibration data set and subsequent calibration curve would be used for both the test section floor and the
wedge, as discussed further in V. Post Processing. The objective was to utilize a simple test article that would
produce easily processed calibration data with the least sources of error due to geometry. In the test section, the PSP
was applied in a 101.6 mm (4 in) in x 101.6 mm (4 in) square shape on the floor. Another reason the test section
floor was selected is because the floor theoretically experiences an even pressure distribution during the wind-on
condition. This makes the assumption that local intensity equals the average test article intensity (assumption
discussed further in V. Post Processing) more accurate. Finally, avoiding a sting mounted calibration model also
reduces the vibration of the test article along with the associated noise.

15° half-angle wedge

A test article widely used in the evaluation of supersonic wind tunnels is the half-angled wedge. The dimensions
of the wedge used for this study can be found below in  Fig. 2.



Figure 2. 15° half-angle wedge dimensions

One reason the wedge is commonly tested in supersonic and hypersonic flow is because of the oblique shock waves
created once in contact with the flow. This phenomenon is calculated and represented via the θ-β-M relation.
Although the Mach regime of the UTSA Mach 7 Ludwieg Tube is well established in Hoffman et al.[9], the
half-angle wedge still serves to create predictable flow structures that can be used to evaluate the PSP’s qualitative
usefulness.

III. Instrumentation

A. Porous, Fast-Response Pressure Sensitive Paint

The fast pressure sensitive-paint used in the tests from Innovative Scientific Solutions, inc. (ISSI) (product ID:
FP-100) was used primarily because of its high speed response on the order of greater than 10 kHz [11]. This high
response frequency is necessary to measure the unsteady pressure phenomena commonly seen in hypersonic flow
and to provide an accurate pressure measurement set in the relatively short testing timeframes seen in a Ludeweig
tube wind tunnel. The three part paint mixture consists of a two part underlayer, part A with an epoxy base coat and
part B with a polymer-ceramic PSP base coat.The third layer, part C, acts as an active layer to be applied on top of
the part A and B mixture as a top coat.

A 400-nm ultraviolet wavelength LED was moved around the test section area until the test article was suitably
illuminated without obstructing the camera. Recording camera was equipped with a longpass filter to block the
excitation light from the LED and accept only the ~650nm PSP wavelength emission. The FASTCAM SA-Z camera
was set up to fully view the test section floor at a low angle of incidence during calibration and the subsequent wind
tunnel test, and normal to the wedge face for its respective wind tunnel test. The UV LED used in all experiments
flickered at a rate of 60 Hz. Some of the disadvantages to the flickering light system and plans for a new lighting
system are discussed in the V. Post Processing and VII. Future Work sections respectively. The FASTCAM SA-Z
camera acquired images at a rate of 1 kHz, which was found to be the highest acquisition rate possible while
maintaining necessary image exposure and field of view in the current lighting setup. A diagram of the general
layout of hardware involved in PSP instrumentation is shown below in Fig. 3.



Figure 3.  Overview of necessary components for Pressure Sensitive Paint imaging in the UTSA wind tunnel

B. Pressure Transducer

Pressure transducer data is used to validate the pressure measurement results of the pressure sensitive paint. The
transducer used is an Omega PX419-015AI capable of measurements in the range of 0 to 103 kPa (0-15 psia) and is
installed to be flush with the test section surface to avoid flow perturbation. The pressure transducer has been
calibrated and is known to read pressure to within 0.08% BSL accuracy with a response time of 1 m.

IV. Experimental Program

A. Application

Pressure sensitive paint is highly sensitive to the quality of application. Intensity, and therefore pressure
measurement readings, are more consistent and accurate when the paint is made close to homogeneous, is evenly
applied, and is layered only thick enough to fully cover the underlying surface entirely [12]. An attempt to keep the
paint finish smooth should be made as well, if at all possible, to avoid affecting the aerodynamic characteristics of
the model.

A spray gun or airbrush are the most common means of applying PSP [12]. For the application discussed in this
manuscript, a high-volume low-pressure (HVLP) spray gun obtained from the ISSI PSP Starter Kit was utilized. The
spray gun, which was rated for a maximum pressure of 206.8 kPa (30 PSI), was set to 172.4 kPa (25 PSI) and was
supplied compressed air via a ⅓ Hp, 3 Gallon, oil-free, McGraw air compressor with a maximum rated pressure of
758 kPa (110 PSI.)

Prior to spraying the test section floor, the testing area was lined with painter’s tape and surrounded by plastic to
reduce cleanup and avoid soiling the test section windows. The wedge test article was first attached to the sting
before being painted to avoid touching and damaging the painted finish when screwing it on. The sting was then
wrapped in plastic to avoid contamination and the test article was sprayed while remaining attached.

The ISSI PSP is a 3 part solution, with parts labeled A, and B making up the underlayer solution and part C
making the finishing solution. The underlayer solution was applied first. For both the test section floor and the
wedge, the spray gun was held between 150 mm and 200 mm (~6 inches to 8 inches) away from the painted surface
and smoothly sprayed left to right from the top of the painted surface to bottom. When the paint layer dried, the
same left to right, top to bottom pattern was repeated, but in the direction rotated 90° from the first layer for a more
even coat. This process was repeated until the underlying color of the test article could not be seen anymore through
the paint. During the spraying process, the room was kept as dark as possible to avoid photodegradation of the paint.



The painted surface was exposed to dim light only briefly between coats to ensure a uniform, quality finish. When
application of the underlayer was complete, a 1 hour curing time was given before applying the finishing coat.

B. Calibration and Validation Procedure

Due to pressure sensitive paint’s high sensitivity to the concentration of luminophore throughout the mixture,
each batch of PSP has differing performance and therefore must be calibrated to find a quantifiable relationship
between the observed intensity of the paint and the pressure it is experiencing. To perform calibration, images of the
painted wind tunnel test section floor under UV light were taken at varying static pressures and a constant measured
temperature of 24 deg C. In total, 30 wind-off images were collected at 10 different pressures from 1.30 to 6.89 kPa
(0.189 PSI to 1 PSI), which is a typical pressure range to be expected during a wind tunnel test at the UTSA facility.
There were 3 separate measurements for each pressure taken in random order to reduce the effects of hysteresis. The
wedge and the test section floor were both painted from the same batch of paint, so it was assumed that the
properties of the paint performance would be similar for each and calibration was performed only on test section
floor to avoid excessive photodegradation of the wedge PSP.

Wind tunnel tests of the painted articles were performed to validate the results of the calibration experiment with
readings from calibrated pressure transducer data. The FASTCAM SA-Z high-speed camera recorded images of the
test at a rate of 1 kHz which was found through experimentation to be the upper limit of the data acquisition rate
while maintaining usable image exposure. Data acquisition was initiated by the rupture of the wind tunnel
diaphragm via the wind tunnel high-speed data acquisition triggering system detailed in LaLonde et al. [10], and a
total of 400 images spanning 400 ms were taken. Data acquired during the test run included temporally synced
image data and test section pressure transducer data.

V. Data Processing

The average intensity of the PSP on the test article was compared to pressure transducer data for both the
calibration and measurement verification tests. To obtain the average intensity of the PSP test articles, the images
were cropped to only include painted sections of said test articles. Images were cropped to include areas of evenly
applied PSP near the subject’s center. Average image intensities were subsequently found by averaging all the pixel
intensities in the cropped image. An example of the cropped image area for the test section floor is displayed in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Test section floor image with cropped area outline



A. Image Processing

The LED used in the calibration and applications tests was non-continuous, which resulted in an oscillatory
pattern in image intensity. Because of this, the first step in the post processing analysis of both test articles was to
delete the low intensity images from each data set to include only the images of the PSP experiencing full excitation.
The process of trimming dim images was the same for the test section floor and the wedge data. A MATLAB script
was leveraged to iteratively trim the image data set until only the brightest images were accepted. By plotting the
PSP pressure measurement readings and observing what threshold maintained the general form of the pressure curve
while filtering out most of the oscillatory behavior, it was decided that the top 80 brightest images should be kept.

Data collected during the wind tunnel validation tests includes images from just before the diaphragm ruptures to
be used for reference conditions and in future PSP data processing efforts. The images collected before the
diaphragm ruptures are taken at known pressures in wind-off conditions, therefore, they are used as the reference
condition as described in the VI. Results section. The images taken before the diaphragm ruptures can also be used
as reference data for background subtraction, which is necessary for more detailed pressure mapping not shown in
the results of this experiment.

B. Calibration Curve

A typical and convenient way to present the relationship between paint intensity and pressure is by normalizing
with respect to a reference data point. The benefit to using an intensity ratio with Iref/I is that the effects of
nonuniformities in paint lighting, mixture, and application can theoretically be eliminated. The Stern-Volmer relation
roughly describes the relationship between the ratios of intensity and pressure in many PSP applications and is
provided below for reference [12].

(1)
𝐼
𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑃
𝑃
𝑟𝑒𝑓

Where A and B are experimentally determined constants. However, examining example calibration curves from the
paint supplier, Innovative Scientific Solutions Inc., as well as our own data revealed that the fast-porous pressure
sensitive paint intensity ratio to pressure ratio curve can more accurately be described by a logarithmic curve of the
following form:

(2)
𝐼
𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝑃
𝑃
𝑟𝑒𝑓

+ 𝐶)

Where A, B, and C are experimentally determined constants describing fit. Upon plotting the experimental data
points, Eq. (2) was applied using a non-linear least squares approach to create a fit line. It is noted that PSP is
sensitive to temperature, but testing timescales at the UTSA Ludwieg Tube facility are short enough that surface
temperature does not appreciably change and can be assumed the same as ambient.

The 3 measurements taken for each pressure value during the calibration testing were averaged to create 10
unique intensity-pressure data points out of the original 30. Leveraging the fact that all data points should fall along
the same fit line regardless of which point is being used as the reference, Iref/I values for each of the 10 data points
were plotted 10 times – once for every point being used as the reference intensity/pressure. This resulted in a total of
100 Iref/I-P/Pref data points (10 reference point combinations for each of the 10 data points) falling along the same
trend and providing a wider range of data points necessary for creating an accurate fit curve. This calibration data
and fitted curve can be seen in Fig. 6.

VI. Results

The results of the pressure sensitive paint application can be seen in Fig. 5. Fig. 5, which was taken after the
conclusion of all test section floor experimentation, shows the entirety of the testing area painted. Imperfections in
the paint finish can be observed more easily when using Fig. 5 in combination with Fig. 4, which views the test
subject from the opposite side of the test section with the excitation LED applied. One such imperfection seen in the
test section floor PSP is the onset of flaking, which can occur when PSP is applied with too many coats [13].
Experience in using the paint gun will be the driving factor in finish quality for future applications of PSP.



Figure 5: Complete PSP application on the wind tunnel test section floor

The data points and trend fit from the calibration test can be seen in Fig. 6. The fit curve clearly follows a
logarithmic structure with the A, B, and C constants from Eq. (2) being 0.973, 0.178, and 0.167 respectively. A
notable characteristic typical of logarithms and seen in this data is steep nonlinear behavior as P/Pref approaches
zero and a more linear and flat curve as the pressure ratio increases beyond 2. A likely contributing factor to the
spread in Iref/I among the data is photodegradation, which occurs at a rate of around 1% per minute of excitation
[11]. The calibration experiment took place over a 5 hour period with the UV light being activated for a majority of
the time. The exact time that the UV light was activated was not recorded for this experiment and will be the subject
of future research to characterize UTSA’s pressure sensitive paint capabilities. The data trend shown in Fig. 6 does
demonstrate that qualitative pressure differences can be detected using pressure sensitive paint.

Figure 6. Calibration data points and fit curve



Fig. 7 shows the pressure sensitive paint being used to predict average model surface pressure based on the
intensity of the image (shown by the black line) for the test section floor and wedge test article respectively. The
PSP measurements are plotted with the calibrated pressure transducer data as a comparison. For each of the
‘wind-on’ verification tests, the measured image intensity and pressure at the beginning of the test is used as the
reference condition. Fig. 7 validates the PSP’s ability to facilitate qualitative surface pressure analysis, as shown by
the PSP pressure measurement following the same structure as the pressure transducer data. The offset seen between
these lines show, however, that additional research must be done to obtain accurate pressure readings from image
intensity. Current capabilities make this PSP application useful for identifying the location of flow structures at the
surface level.

(a) Test Section Floor (b) Wedge
Figure 7: Mean intensities and predicted pressures versus static pressures

VII. Future Work

The work exhibited in this manuscript is the first steps in making pressure sensitive paint measurements at the
UTSA Mach 7 Ludwieg tube facility. As a newly applied measurement technique, research and experimentation is
being performed to fully understand dependencies and increase measurement accuracy.

An impactful area of improvement is the paint application process, due to the fact that it is a high-skill task that
has a large effect on the overall performance of the PSP. Increased operator experience with the spray gun will
benefit paint finish as continued PSP work is performed; however, practice using the same spray setup with
non-pressure sensitive paint is a cost effective way of improving skill in this task that can be utilized. A PSP recipe
provided by the University of Texas at Austin is also being developed for use at UTSA to reduce the price of
pressure sensitive paint and consequently increase testing volume.

The LED setup used in the preceding experimentation will also be updated for future tests. A more powerful
ultraviolet LED with a more robust control system will be utilized in future work to ensure that PSP excitation is
constant during the entirety of camera exposure. The described system would more consistently capture the
maximum luminescent intensity and allow for more detailed and consistent measurement data. The new, more
powerful, continuous LED will also permit faster imaging rates, allowing for finer temporal resolution. Additionally,
pulsing the LED only when capturing images will reduce photodegradation, which, although not the primary focus
of the preceding data, significantly affects the measurement taking ability of PSP. A new calibration procedure is
being developed as well to reduce downtime and reduce light exposure to the paint sample.

The pressure results obtained through the use of pressure sensitive paint only take into consideration the average
intensity of the test article. This is suitable for validation with the wind tunnel test section pressure transducer data,
however, individual pixels must be considered to create detailed, quantitative surface pressure maps as ultimately



intended. A more sophisticated image processing program utilizing background subtraction is being created to create
such image maps and increase the usefulness of PSP data.
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